…to the Emir a year ago and told him, we did not have
aircraft and the Americans did not have the aviation
air, the aviation was on the ground at the airports.
rockets to bomb the airports and work on groups using
the roads leading to the bases and the airports.
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The deputy Emir had said, we have a program like that, I do not
want to hold them accountable for the past or to ask them how
many times they bombed the airports, the issue is yours. Or, to
ask them how many times they prepared for the upcoming season.
The other matter was pertaining to the new brothers coming to
Afghanistan without the ingress of the military leader or deputy
Emir to learn the fields and the locations – is that good for
the brothers or not? Because last summer, twenty brothers were
killed in one location in Zabil; I wrote to the doctor three and
a half years ago indicating that the work internally required
two brothers only - one on the artillery and one of the mines.
In that letter, there were thirty three brothers killed on the
borders near Lawarah
We are very few in numbers and the battle inside does not
require a large number. The battle thus far is in its seventh
year, but the situation had somewhat improved. I believe that
the most we need is five brothers in one location because the
brothers inside have a price and you know several Afghanis.
Every year, we waited to receive a new work approach from you
and you know Afghanistan more than we do. I believe you should
task those in charge of the work to purchase a small quantity of
missiles and launch them on the bases where their aviation is
located. Although, three years ago the missile cost was seven
hundred fifty rupees but now it is three thousand
With the number you deem appropriate for this global battle and
attached to this letter are pictures of the base…

